Canadian Country Music Artist Jade Mya Embarks On A Canadian
Tour With New Album On The Horizon
Canadian Country Music Star Jade Mya is set to embark on a Canada-Wide Tour with
her latest single “Make Lightning” available on iTunes. Jade plans to drop her new
album full of original material once her radio tour concludes.
San Francisco, CA -- January 12, 2016 (FPRC) -- Jade Mya has spent the past half-decade building
a loyal following and producing a series of hits ranging from her original scores to a number of wildly
popular covers of chart topping songs. 2016 is ramping up to be her biggest year to date. With a
newly revamped website (jademya.com) updated with fresh content and information for her fans,
and a number of exciting events planned, Jade is looking to carry the momentum she built in 2015,
and make her mark on the international country music scene.
Jade closed out December playing two huge shows. The first being the Canadian Country Music
Association's private office performance, and the second was the sold-out Horseshoe Tavern show
on the 16th. She also recorded her emotional cover of "Whiskey Lullaby" which is available on
iTunes. Earlier that year she performed a seven song set at the MOD Club Toronto, and an
electrifying show at the Painted Lady Toronto with Ben Pelchat on guitar. She has made
appearances with Virgin Quebec's Jardin Danais, been on Playboy TV's comedy show, "The Man",
and has had the opportunity to tour with Monet Media.
Jade released 8 popular covers in 2015 including "Lies of The Lonely", "Mississippi Flood", "This
Love Aint Big Enough", "Stronger Than Me", "Shotgun", "Used", "Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas", and the previously mentioned "Whiskey Lullaby". She has been blessed to have the
opportunity to partner with Douglas Romanow from the award winning 2015 Studio of the Year
CCMAS NOBLE STUDIOS. Romanow has produced all of Jade's live performances and is currently
working to master her two upcoming original singles which will see release early in 2016. The first,
entitled "Make Lightning" which was written in Nashville, Tennessee with Benita Hill and produced at
Noble studios, will be live on iTunes January 4th accompanied by her video which will be available
for her fans to view on YouTube.
Starting January 23rd Jade plans to embark on a Canada-Wide tour with well-known Radio Tracker
and Promoter, Andrea Davis. Her upcoming album of all-original material is loosely slated for
release after the nation-wide tour draws to a close.
Jade Mya is anything but the traditional "country girl". Channeling the unique fire and rebellion of
Johnny Cash, and the power and seductive confidence of Dolly Parton, Jade has crafted a persona
that is all her own. She has taken every aspect of her life and celebrated it in her music and
presence. A Country Music sensation, an in-demand model, a popular fitness personality, and a
dedicated philanthropist concerned with enacting change to better the lives of young people across
the globe, Jade Mya is a star who breaks the conventional country mold.
About Jade Mya
Canadian Country Music Star Jade Mya is set to embark on a Canada-Wide Tour with well-known
Radio Tracker and Promoter, Andrea Davis. She had a huge success with her Nashville TV cover
songs and has now released her latest single "Make Lightning" on iTunes. Stay tuned to more
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original music being released in 2016. For more information please visit http://www.jademya.com/
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of Brandoutreach (http://www.jademya.com/)
(415) 632 1664
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